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Introduction 

           
          We begin this book with the name of the Lord of the heavens and Earth and all that is between them, Allah, 
that name by which nothing is harmed, and He is the Seeing, the Hearing. We praise Him and glorify Him 
acknowledging that He alone is the Creator and Lord of all mankind. We pray that He bestow the best 
benedictions and peace upon the best of creation, the descendant of Isma'il, the son of Abraham and Sarah, 
Muhammad (peace and blessings be upon him) who was sent as a mercy to mankind from the Most Merciful. To 
proceed: 

          We seek that Allah allows this work to hit its mark...ameen. 

          This book is long over-due win both it's being begun and it's being completed. The impetus for my taking on 
this project was that it is a response to a "challenge" put out by the respected Imam Marc Manely (may Allah 
preserve him, protect him and increase him...ameen) in which he wrote on Twitter, "I wonder if the Black 
American Muslim community will ever have the courage to write a 2nd edition of "Message to the Black Man?" 
And, "I wonder if the White American Muslim community will ever have the courage to write a 1st edition of 
"Message to the White Man?".  Having never read Elijah Muhammad's "Message to the Black Man in America" I 
didn't think it would be very difficult to simply rewrite the text with two specific reforms...speaking to the white 
man in America as opposed to the original message which was for the black man; and calling to the true beliefs of 
Islam as opposed to deviations and disbelief. Upon purchasing the book and beginning the project, I found that the 
work ahead of me would be much more complicated than I first assumed.  

          Still, my aim is to follow the methodology of the original texts, both in the sequence of chapter and verse, as 
well as the topics discussed therein. Obviously, in some places this is easier than others and due to the aims of this 
work, some of the chapters in this text will, by necessity, be much longer or much shorter than the original. 
Despite this being a "re-working" of the original, it must be re-wired with a different message for the different 
audience intended. This is meant to be an original address while simultaneously adhering as closely to the template 
of the original as possible...in a post 9/11 America. 

          It may be asked, "is there any benefit in such a text?" Even more so, "is there any need for it?" I believe the 
answer to both is in the affirmative.The white man is, historically, the only people to have their ruling class keep 
the message from them forcefully. The Ruler of the historic Eastern African kingdom of Abyssinia,  The Negus, 
recognized the truth and adopted it while hiding his Islam from his people but the Ruler of Rome, Heraclius, even 
after recognizingIslam as the truth, did not accept it due to fear of a loss to his power. Since that time Europeans 
have, generally speaking, been hostile to the message. The Muslims have been historically distrusted, feared and 
fought against. Interaction between non-muslim Europeans and the Muslim masses were minimized and the 
message of Islam, though kept in the ivory towers of orientalist universities, was kept from the masses. Even when 
it was allowed to reach the people, it only reached them in an altered, perverse way through the propaganda of the 
enemies of Islam. So, though it may seem that the message has been equally available to them, this is not 
necessarily the case. 

           What is interesting, when the message of Islam did reach the masses, even through the propagandized 
versions of its enemies, we find it accepted and adopted. Though this was not always fully to the extent of their 
entering into Islam, at least some aspects were adopted into the personal faith and doctrines of various individuals 
and communities. This gives us hope that, if this message is made available to the "white man in America," it will 
be accepted here as well. If not fully adopted to the point we see mass conversion, at least aspects of the message 
which will lead to healing our morbidly diseased nation. 



          One of the reasons I have decided to push towards the completion of this work is that, in this time of ours, the 
racial divide seems as tense as ever in the U.S.; unfortunately, even within (or "by") the muslim community, it 
seems to be increasing. "The white man" is viewed as "the other" and is often targeted for disparagement instead 
of invitation. As a white American, what is even more offensive than this is seeing first and second generation 
immigrants criticizing and blaming white America for many of the woes they face here in this nation, while failing 
to see that most of their problems are not so much of a  matter of race as it is made out to be. There are many biases 
at work, race is indeed one of them but there is also language, culture, world views, and faith. What is more, these 
biases are not one sided (white America wanting to keep some imaginary hegemony), instead each people carry 
their own biases, and the blaming and criticizing of the archetypal "white man" also stems from such biases.  

          There are differences in the way humans interact with people whom they share particular views and beliefs 
and those that do not; those who fluently speak the same language and those who do not; those who come from the 
same lands and those who do not; those who are the same race and those who are not. This is a reality, even if it be a 
subconscious one. So then the question comes, how do we overcome these biases? In part, we don't. They are 
natural. But the other part is that we treat everyone according to the criteria of Justice, fairness, compassion and 
mercy that is the sunnah of Allah's messenger (may the best benedictions and peace be upon him) and the very 
foundations of Islam. 

          One thing that Elijah Muhammad must be esteemed for is his desire and ability to speak to the deep 
psychological needs of his people in his time. To be fair to myself, in many ways, my hands are shackled in this 
endeavor as I attempt to follow his original works, chapter and verse. My aim in this work is to present the message 
of truth to an audience who has not had the same access to it as others, but I would also like to speak to the 
psychological needs of my people in this era. It is a time when the family has eroded, the economy has eroded, 
education has eroded, and even cultural identity itself has eroded. On the other hand, poverty is on the rise, crime 
is on the rise, ignorance is on the rise, open vulgarity is on the rise and a lack of respect is swiftly becoming a norm. 
White America is itself not a hegemony, there are wealthy and poor, there are those from major cities and those 
from small farming towns, there are corporate folk and laborers, there are educated and uneducated, there are 
those who care for their families and communities and those who are drug addicts and criminals, there are 
humanitarians and racists and there are many other variants and variations of these varied variants intersecting. 
Because of this, speaking to "the white man" is itself, in many ways generic, I will still be speaking to a cross-
cultural audience whose diversity is the main feature which they have in common. So, though I hope to speak to the 
psychological needs of this diverse group called "the white man in America," the reality is that this will be a 
universal message that can be of benefit to anyone who reads it by the permission of the True Giver of Guidance. 

          Perhaps the elephant in the room that needs to be addressed, is this work in and of itself racist? Is this not 
another form of white racist propaganda using a new vehicle, this time, that of Islam? It is not. There are absolutely 
going to be things said in this book that can be pointed to and said, "that is racist" and I can in no way deny that. I 
do, however, deny the charge. Bigotry, prejudice and racism are all charges leveled at people who speak on race 
but, to do so as a knee-jerk reaction is not fair. The very nature of the book is, first and foremost, to speak to a 
group of people termed "white" and "American," that is, the book is written to a specific target audience. 
However, as has been mentioned, this in no way negates its reality for other audiences, nor is it meant in any way to 
disparage any one. The subject matter of this book is aimed at conveying the message of Truth and as such can be 
taken and applied by any and all people. However, due to the nature of the work, there will certainly be things 
mentioned that are specific to the target audience. This is not negatively biased in nature any more than my writing 
a letter to my family excludes non-family members. Any one who would level the accusation of racism against this 
work need to take a closer look at the template I am applying as well as their own sensitivities. 

         With that clearly stated, it should be understood and appreciated that despite what is deemed as the "system" 
was established by white men, that in no way frames "white folk" in general as either privileged by that system or 



guilty of it. We live in a time where white folk  are deemed as racist for no other reason than their complexion and 
to say they have been a target of racism is shrugged off as far-fetched or inconceivable. Indeed, we even find the 
voice of white folk being "silenced" on the basis that their complexion does not warrant them a say in certain 
matters, especially if they oppose certain opinions popularly embraced.  One issue that should be dealt with head 
on is the fact of our belief  which states that it is only because of the decree of our Lord that we have the amount of 
or lack of pigmentation in our skin. Whether one is white, black, yellow, red or any shade in between is only due to 
the decree of our Lord and hence, no one should be judged based on that which is outside of their control. That is 
prejudice, regardless at from who it stems or towards who it is aimed. This is important because we need to 
understand that, just as First Nations, latinos, African Americans and others have a right to a level of pride in their 
heritage, white folks of varying races and backgrounds also have such a right. They also have an equal right to 
divorce themselves from the ills and wrongs of those who share their heritage just as others have the right to 
divorce themselves from the wrongs of those who share theirs. At the end of the day, each people like to point to 
the positive and build from that while divorcing themselves from the negative and correcting the consequences that 
occurred - all so they can move forward and prosper as a people. It is when others deny them their right to pride 
and hold them to account for wrongs that bias and bigotry emerge. It is at this point that legitimate points are 
ignored. It is at this point that injustices begin to manifest on all sides. 

         This is important because when a book such as this is denied because it is written by a white American for 
white Americans it is a rejection of that right to acknowledge one's qawm - their people. This while every prophet 
and messenger until the finality of prophets (peace and blessings be upon them) were raised up from amongst and 
sent to their own peoples. It is in this light we quote the great scholar and Wazir of the 19th century Sokoto 
empire, Junayd (may Allah have mercy upon him), who said, "Whoever does not inform his children of his 
grandparents has destroyed his child, marred his descendants, and injured his offspring the day he dies. Whoever 
does not make use of his ancestry has muddled his reason. Whoever is unconcerned with his lineage has lost his 
mind. Whoever neglects his origin, his stupidity has become critical. Whoever is unaware of his ancestry, his 
incompetence has become immense. Whoever is ignorant of his roots, his intelligence has vanished. Whoever 
does not know his place of origin, his honor has collapsed." The quote by this great African scholar is universal for 
all peoples, regardless of ethnicity.  

          After having said all of this, I may say, perhaps I am not the best person to write this book. I come from an 
inter-Racial family, I was born and raised in a housing project in Baltimore and moved out of the projects and into 
the inner-city as a teenager, and then, once I reached adulthood a I entered Islam. I have never experienced what it 
means to be part of a majority, be it racial or otherwise. Nor am I part of corporate America or even anything 
resembling a middle-middle class. The color of my skin is certainly white, though, perhaps my experience is far 
from that which seems to be imagined as "white." Still, despite my own background, I am still of European 
descent, I am still an American, I am still a Muslim - and based on this (and the permission of my teachers to call 
people to Islam) - I write this book to the white man of America.  

With all of this mentioned, I will also say that the term "man" is in no way meant to single out the male gender. 
Due to political correctness, in the last fifty years or so there has been moves to alter the generic "he" in language 
to "she" or "(s)he" or "he/she" and the like. I will not apologize for the sound grammatical usage of the 
masculine term utilized in grammar. In English, as in Arabic, the usage of "he" or "man" is inclusive of the female 
gender and is not meant to slight them in anyway. To seek to alter the language and its semantics is itself very much 
symptomatic of the deep erosions that have occurred in our nation. Trying to "fix" that which is not in need of 
fixing, instead of seeking deeper understandings, is very much symptomatic of the deepening divides and 
spreading of social ills witnessed in our nation today. So again, in no way is the use of the masculine terminology 
meant to exclude the female audience. 



           It may also appear to the reader at points that this book meanders here and there, seemingly disjointed at 
times. There may be several points repeated and some things may even seem like ramblings. I don't want to blame 
any of my own shortcomings as an author on the penmanship of the template being used, however, certainly I do 
not have the complete freedom to write with solely my own voice or thoughts. Such a text would differ greatly in 
nature. I certainly own my errors and in no way mean to deflect, rather, my point in mentioning this is simply this, 
be patient with the work that follows as it is a sincere effort which is shackled by the intentions behind it.   

          I pray that this work is accepted and that our Lord make it a source of healing and guidance. There is no doubt 
that the title itself will be a source of trial and conflict, but we pray that it is that type of tension which leads to 
healing and that it is not that form which leads to harm in this life or the hereafter...ameen. 
And with Allah alone is all success. 



Preface 
(To later become an Appendix) 

The Original Message to the White-Man (Rome)  
And the Response to it  

  
'Abdullaah ibn 'Abbaas (may Allah be pleased with him) narrated: “Abu Sufyaan ibn Harb informed me that 
Heraclius had sent a messenger to him while he had been accompanying a caravan from the tribe of Quraysh. He 
was part of a delegation of merchants doing business in the Levantine lands  (Syria, Palestine, Lebanon and Jordan) 
at the time, and this was when Allah's Apostle had a ceasefire with Abu Sufyaan and the rest of the disbelievers 
amongst the Quraysh. Abu Sufyaan and his companions responded, going to Heraclius at Jerusalem. Heraclius 
then called them into his court while having all the senior Roman dignitaries around him... 
  
(Having received a message from the Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings be upon him) inviting him to Islam,  
Heraclius wanted to ask the prophet's own people about him (peace and blessings be upon him). This letter will be 
seen below, later in this story.) 
  
... Heraclius called for his translator who, translating Heraclius's question, said to them: 'Who amongst you is 
most closely related to the man who claims to be a Prophet?' Abu Sufyaan replied: 'I am the nearest relative to him 
(in the group).' Heraclius said: 'Bring him (Abu Sufyaan) close to me and make his companions stand behind 
him.' Abu Sufyaan added: 'Heraclius told his translator to tell my companions that he wanted to ask me some 
questions regarding that man (meaning the Prophet, peace and blessings be upon him) and that if I told a lie they 
(my companions) should oppose me.' This meant that if Abu Sufyaan lied, his companions were to immediately 
indicate this. 
  
Abu Sufyaan said regarding this, 'I swear by Allah! Had I not been afraid of my companions labelling me as a liar, I 
would not have spoken the truth about the Prophet. The first question he asked me about him was: 'What is his 
family status amongst you?' I replied: 'He belongs to a noble family amongst us.' 
Heraclius asked: 'Has anybody amongst you ever claimed the same (meaning to be a Prophet) before him?' I 
replied: 'No.' 
He asked: 'Was anybody amongst his ancestors a king?' I replied: 'No.' 
Heraclius asked: 'Do the nobles or the poor follow him?' I replied: 'It is the poor who follow him.' 
He asked: 'Are his followers increasing or decreasing (day by day)?' I replied: 'They are increasing.' 
He then asked: 'Does anybody amongst those who embrace his religion become displeased and renounce the 
religion?' I replied: 'No.' 
Heraclius asked: 'Have you ever accused him of lying before his claim (to be a Prophet)?' I replied: 'No. ' 
Heraclius asked: 'Does he break his promises?' I replied: 'No. We have a treaty with him but we do not know what 
he will do during it.' (He said this referring to the treaty of Hudaybiyyah .) 

Abu Sufyaan said about this statement, 'I could not find opportunity to say anything against him except that.' (And 
this was because at the time he was looking for any opportunity to disparage Allah's Messenger (peace and 
blessings be upon him) and Islam.) 
  
Heraclius went on and asked: 'Have you ever been at war with him?' I replied: 'Yes.' 
Then, he asked: 'What was the outcome of the battles?' I replied: 'Sometimes he was victorious, while at other 
times it was us.' 



Heraclius asked: 'What does he order you to do?' I  replied: 'He tells us to worship Allah alone and not to worship 
anything along with Him, and to renounce all that our ancestors have said. He orders us to pray, to pay alms, to 
speak the truth, to be chaste and to keep good relations with our kith and kin.' 
  
Heraclius then asked the translator to convey to me the following: ‘I asked you about his family and your reply was 
that he belonged to a very noble family. The fact is that all messengers (of Allah) come from noble families amongst 
their respective peoples. I questioned you whether anybody else amongst you claimed such a thing (i.e., 
prophethood), your reply was in the negative. Had the answer been in the affirmative, I would have thought that 
this man (meaning  the Prophet, peace and blessings be upon him) was following the previous man's statements. 
Then I asked you whether anyone of his ancestors was a king. Your reply was in the negative; had it been in the 
affirmative, I would have thought that this man wished to regain his ancestral kingdom. I further asked whether he 
was ever accused of telling lies before he said what he is now saying, and your reply was in the negative. I therefore 
came to the conclusion that he would not refrain from lying to people and then tell lies about Allah. I then asked 
you whether the rich or poor follow him, and you replied that it is the poor; in fact, all the messengers have been 
followed by this very class of people. Then I asked you whether his followers were increasing or decreasing, and 
your reply was that they were increasing, and this is the characteristic of true faith, until it is complete in all 
respects. I further asked you whether there was anybody, who, after embracing his religion, became displeased and 
discarded it. Your reply was in the negative, and in fact this is the sign of true faith when its delight enters the 
hearts and blends completely in them. I asked you whether he has ever betrayed. You replied in the negative, and 
likewise, messengers never betray. Then I asked you what he ordered you to do. You replied that he ordered you to 
worship Allah alone and not worship anything along with Him, and that he forbade you from worshipping idols, 
and that he also ordered you to pray, to speak the truth and to be chaste. If what you have said is true, he will very 
soon occupy this territory beneath my feet. I knew it (from my readings of the scriptures) that he was going to 
appear, but I did not know that he would be from you, and if I could reach him for sure then I would go immediately 
to meet him; and if I were with him, I would certainly wash his feet.'  

Heraclius then asked for the letter that was sent to him by the Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him) and 
delivered by Dihyah to the Governor of Busraa, who forwarded it to Heraclius to read. The contents of the letter 
were as follows:  

 من محمد بن عبد اهلل
  إلى هرقل عظيم الروم: سالم على من اتبع الهدى، أما بعد فإنى أدعوك بدعوة اإلسالم . أسلم تسلم ويؤتك اهلل 

 .أجرك مرتني ، فإن توليت فإن عليك إثم األريسيِّني

 ُقْل يَا أَْهَل اْلِكتَاِب تََعاَلْوا إَِلىٰ َكلَِمٍة َسَواٍء بَيْنَنَا َوبَيْنَُكْم أاَلَّ نَْعبَُد إاِلَّ اهللََّ واََل نُْشرَِك ِبِه َشيْئًا واََل يَتَِّخذَ بَْعُضنَا بَْعًضا أَْربَابًا}
 {مِّن ُدوِن اهللَِّ ۚ فَِإن تََولَّْوا فَُقوُلوا اْشَهُدوا ِبأَنَّا ُمْسلُِموَن

 .[سورة آل عمران : 64] 

"In the name of Allah the Beneficent, the Merciful (This letter is) from Muhammad the slave of Allah and His 
Messenger, who follows the right path. 
To Heraclius the ruler of Byzantine.  

Peace be upon Whoever follows the True Guidance.  
To proceed: 



I invite you to Islam, and if you become a Muslim you will find peace and security, and Allah will double your 
reward, but if you reject this invitation to Islam, you will bear the sin of misguidance upon your peasants and 
common folk. 
[Then he (peace and blessings be upon him) quoted Allah's words which mean:]  

“…O people of the scripture!  
Come to a word that is equitable between us and you –  

that we will not worship except Allah  
and not associate anything with Him and not take one another as lords instead of Allah. 

 But if they turn away, then say:  
'Bear witness that we are Muslims [submitting to Him.]'” 

 (Quran 3: 64) 
  
Abu Sufyaan went on relating the story of what had occurred saying,  'When Heraclius had finished his speech and 
had read the letter, there was a great cry in the Royal Court. So we were turned out of the court. I told my 
companions that the question of Ibn Abu Kabshah (meaning the Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 
him) had become so prominent that even theByzantine King was afraid of him. Then I began being certain that he 
(peace and blessings be upon him) would be a victorious conqueror in the near future, until it was that I finally 
embraced Islam." 
  
After this event took place, Heraclius then wrote a letter to his friend in Rome who was as knowledgeable as 
himself inquiring about the emergence of the Prophet. He then left, heading towards Hums (a town in Syria) where 
he stayed there until he received the reply to the letter that he had sent to his friend. This friend agreed with him 
that this was indeed the emergence of a true Prophet. With that, Heraclius invited all the heads of the Byzantines to 
assemble in his palace at Hims. When they assembled, he ordered that all the doors of his palace be closed. Then, 
he emerged and said: 'O Byzantines! If success is your desire and you seek the correct guidance, and wish for your 
empire to remain, then give a pledge of allegiance to this Prophet ( meaning : embrace Islam).' 

On hearing these views of Heraclius the people ran towards the doors of the palace like wild beasts (in order that, 
in opposition to Him, they would spread word of what he had said) but they found the doors closed and locked. 
Heraclius then saw clearly their hatred of Islam, and when he lost hope of their embracing Islam, he ordered that 
they be brought back to him. After they returned, he said to them, 'What I said was only to test the strength of your 
conviction about your religion, and I have seen it.' The people then prostrated before him and were delighted by 
him, and so this was the end of Heraclius's story regarding his faith. 

It was in this way that Heraclius, despite seeing the Truth as the Truth, rejected it in order to retain his position of 
authority. It was in this way that the withholding of the message of Islam from white peoples by their leadership 
began. This is well documented history and there is no doubt regarding what had occurred.  



Part One 
On coming to know God and His Message 

Chapter 1 
The misconception of  God 

Part 1 

1.) Throughout history, mankind has held many misconceptions about God. Many worshipped their own ideas of 
what God is, turning Him into a variety of images and concepts. All of these conceptions go back to three: worship 
of objects (such as idols), worship of celestial bodies and elements, and worship of creatures (such as ancestors or 
heroes). 

2.) The Christians refer to God as a mystery and divide him into three - a father, a son and a Holy Spirit. These 
three entities are said to be all equal and unified into one whole despite the rebellion of our intellects that three can 
ever be one in reality. It is from their faith that the father is not human but that the first human was created in His 
image, to look like Him. Further, they claim that He fathered a human who, after dying in this world, became 
unified with the father and the holy spirit as the triune god.  

3.) The problem for so many is that, the Christian understanding of God permeates their psyche so that God is not 
human and has no likeness but the very thought of God is clothed in images of men, and more specifically, white 
men. Due to this, God is viewed as a mystery and those from Christian roots are asked to just have "faith". The 
alternative to this, which is becoming ever more prominent, is to disbelieve in the existence of a God altogether. 

4.) Throughout history there has arisen amongst every peoples a man from amongst their own kind calling them to 
the reality of God, His Oneness and worship of Him. They have claimed to receive not just inspiration but 
revelation from God Himself and sent by Him to guide their people. Why would God do such a thing? What 
interest would the possessor of the heavens and earth have in mankind?  

5.). It behooves a person of intellect to examine such claims. To study not only the lives of such men and their texts 
but also their claim of "why".  So, there are two answers as to why God sent revelation. The first is so that mankind 
can come to know his Lord. The second is in order that mankind can be guided to live an upright life.  

6.) If a person makes claims to knowledge they do not possess and they call people to it, even if they be sincere, are 
they not amongst the ranks of liars? So many make claims about God, either fabricating claims about Him or 
denying his very existence, while never having taken the time to remove themselves from their ignorance 
surrounding Him. 

7.) Such false claimants, regardless of their sincerity, should be held publicly accountable for their misguidance of 
others; their corruption of society. 

8.) Within the Qur'an, the answers to questions such as who is God, did He send prophets, who were they, and 
why were they sent are all answered. What is more, the source of disbelief and it's various kinds are also 
established. Unfortunately, though this has been available to the world, and specifically to those of European 



ancestry, for over a thousand years, it is not taught or even discussed. In this way, answers that have been yearned 
for have been withheld and the white man has been kept in the darkness of misguidance.  

9.) Knowledge of the Creator of Man and the guidance to true success and happiness was withheld until the very 
machinations of the system that withheld it forced it into homes across the world, making it prominent in the minds 
of the masses. 

10.) After the attacks on the United States on September 11, 2001 it was not the attacks that brought Islam to the 
attention of the people but the propaganda campaigns against it in the media. Islam was not unknown to the white 
man before this, but rather, it was an exotic other that could be ignored.  

11.) Due to the "Crusade" America led against Islam, and their attempts to deceive the people concerning it, the 
message of Islam has become available to people, even if not more accepted. It is by the power and decree of God 
that, despite the attempts to put out the light of Islam with their propaganda and warfare, God is manifesting His 
guidance amongst those who were previously ignorant of it.  

12.) The hedonistic, materialistic disbelief that had taken root in the U.S. has robbed mankind of his honor, his 
dignity, his humanity. The people have become deaf, mute and blind to the guidance of revelation due to the 
spread of ignorance and falsehood that they have fallen in a state worthy of pity. 

13.)  I do not claim to be sent by God, to be inspired or even the best to fill this role; but what I do claim is that the 
One true God is a Merciful Lord who will guide those who are sincere. This is but a call to the white man in 
America, my people, to examine the message that is presented knowing that in it is a birthright to you. It is a 
message that was sent for you just as it was sent for the African, the Arab and the Asian, and that message begins 
with knowing your Lord. 



Chapter 2 
The misconception of  God 

Part II 

1.) All things are manifested in their proper times, it seems that perhaps this is the time for the white man in 
America to understand that not only does God exist, not only is He a reality, But He is unlike anything in His 
creation. Perhaps it is now the time for the white man in America to come to know his Lord.  

2.) There is a question that a person must ask themselves before proceeding. If you find that the truth has been 
made clear to you, are you willing to change your current notions and concepts? Are you willing  to abandon the 
falsehood you may have come to accept and alter your perspectives?  

3.) When the term devil is used in this work, it is not referring to some demonic being nor to any particular race of 
human being. The term is used to denote that which not only those who struggle against the truth but also those 
who seek to obstruct way of the seekers. There will be many who mock people for seeking the truth and many will 
impugn those who speak of beliefs other than the popular beliefs of society. This is especially true for the white 
man in America and so many are frightened away, by a form of peer pressure, from seeking the truth concerning 
God, mankind and the purpose of life. 

4.) My people, I call you to a knowledge that will alleviate fear and grief - knowledge of your Lord. But more than 
just knowledge, a relationship with Him. It is time to remove the ignorance surrounding Him; to remove the 
mystery. It is time to come to a recognition of  His signs and indications throughout His creation.  

5.) The enemies of God will continue to spread falsehood  because they desire to keep you asleep. It is not only that 
they are enemies to truth, they view this message as injurious to their cause. They seek economic and political 
affluence and power while keeping down the common masses of man as silent workers and good consumers. 
Consumers of their goods, their entertainments, and their propaganda. This message seeks to awaken you to what 
it means to not only exist, but to live. But not just to live, to live with purpose. 

6.) These enemies of God have not change with the passage of time. They are the same today as they were a 
thousand years ago, and a thousand years before that and still millennia prior. The enemies of God in America are 
no different than those in any other place and the evil and harm done by them all is similar. The harm that has been 
done is often brought about with the facade of beautiful slogans and so the masses are harmed by deception. It is 
only by the blessings from the heavens that America is not destroyed in their misery and is instead finding the light 
of truth spreading throughout. 



Chapter 3 
The Essence of God 

1.) God is not a human being and it is not fitting to make Him comparable to a human, lest He be imperfect. He is 
not created while He is the All-Knowing,  All-Wise Creator of all that is. When the term "He" is used, it must be 
understood semantically and not as a reference to a species or a gender.    

2.) We are material beings that live in a material universe, all that is is manifested and so must have one who 
brought it into being. This is clear since that which does not exist can not will, choose or act and so needs 
something that does exist to will, choose and act in order to make it manifest. It is only a deception to believe in a 
God that is himself part of the creation. 

3.) You are a creation of the Creator, who is One without partner or equal, and you have the opportunity to know 
Him if you choose. This was the mission of every prophet sent to mankind - to call them back to knowledge of their 
Lord - and it is the worst thing to happen to the devils that their falsehood be exposed and that the disbelief they 
call to is rejected. This is why the prophets have been attacked and killed throughout history. 

4.) Believers throughout history have been mocked and persecuted but those who mocked them have always been 
made to pay for their mockery. Do not allow a fear of mockery and persecution cause you to turn away from the 
Truth, but rather be patient and steadfast. 

5.) It is not that no one has called the White Man in America to this Truth in the past but now is a time when, rather 
than look to others for this message, it must be spread amongst ourselves. Too many times has deception been 
spread, both from other peoples as well from amongst the White community itself. it is time that, as a people, we 
recognize, adopt and call to belief in the One True God. And let anyone amongst you who believes that God is a 
man or in anyway a created being know that this goes against revelation as well as reason.  



Chapter 4 
The Manifestation of God 

1.)  God declares in the Qur'an that "He is the First and the Last, the Hidden and the Manifest; He is the All-
knower of everything" (57:3). He is the First as He was when there was nothing but Him. he is the Last as He is the 
only non-contingent Eternal One. He is the Hidden in that the intellect and sensory perception is to comprehend 
His reality and nature. He is the Manifest in that everything in creation is an indication of His undeniable 
existence. He is not a male nor a female but He is the creator of all things. 

2.) The entire creation, the heavens and earth and all that they contain, sing His praise and glory, yet in this age we 
find mankind not singing those praises but instead persecuting those who seek to be Holy.  

3.) God is One, without partner or equal. This is the core message of the righteous for which they are persecuted 
and for which they persevere despite the anger displayed towards them. 

4.) That simple truth, that God is One, without partner and equal; that He is unlike His creation and the creation is 
unlike Him - that He is absolutely unique and absolutely transcendent - that is the message of all of the prophets 
including Abraham, Moses, Jesus and Muhammad (peace and blessings be upon them all). 

5.) This is the message sent to every people regardless of their race, culture or language and it has ever been those 
who uphold it that have been the beloved of God. 



Chapter 5 
The Eternality of God 

1.)  There has been much evil done upon the earth in the name of religion. More often than not, it was political in 
nature yet used religion to drag the hearts of man to conflict. In this way the White Man has historically harmed 
people of color as well as themselves in order to spread not only borders and political influence but beliefs and 
ideologies. This is seen in the life of Alexander, in the life of Hannibal and in the spread of the Roman Empire. The 
History of Europe is a history of war and conflict within and without. Even once the Roman Empire adopted 
Christianity as its faith, it kept a firm grasp on its pagan roots and so corrupted the teachings of Jesus (peace be 
upon him) and spread conflict in the name of Truth.  

2.) The White Man has had a mixture of truth and lies as the foundation of their faith for centuries. The say that 
God is One according to their bible, according to the teachings of Jesus (peace be upon him) but then they worship 
a trinity, they pray to the pure and blessed mother of Jesus (peace be upon them both), they pray to saints and they 
seek intercession from those who are no longer in this life. They have held fast to their pagan rituals of the winter 
Solstice and the spring equinox. They have held fast to many of the beliefs and rites from their pantheism and so 
though they had something of the Truth with them, they could not find it in the mysterious mixture of falsehoods.     

3.) This is not unique to the White Man, but it is to you that I am calling and inviting. There are multitudes of races 
and cultures, nationalities and languages amongst man and all go back to the same single pair, Adam and Eve. God 
created Adam upon his form, as a man, without the intermediate stages and from him, God created his wife, Eve. 
They were equal and opposites, they were complementary one to another and from these two, all of the human race 
was born. In this way, all of mankind, regardless of race, is but one brotherhood. And God promised to mankind 
that He would send guidance from time to time so that they be guided aright and so to each people, to each race 
upon the earth, God sent guidance. Some lost some of it, some lost it all and others threw it away in ingratitude and 
so God sent messengers again and again to guide man to a return to the straight path of Truth. 

4.) The proof of mankind receiving the message of Truth, the guidance to the fact that God is absolutely One, 
Unique, and without need can be found throughout the history of man. The mythology of mankind always points 
back to this deeper truth and the universality of it is proof enough that the message was sent to all peoples. The 
Truth was sent and it was only corrupted through generations as the faith weakened and worldliness and 
corruption spread amongst any given nation. Even the most pantheistic of pagans believe in the One God who is 
Lord over all the rest, the originator of the heavens and Earth. Often portrayed as a father figure because it is from 
Him that all else has been brought into being and is provided for.  

5.) What is unfortunate is that when the Truth is mixed with falsehood we find that people are willing to sow death 
and destruction in defense of their falsehood, even after the Truth is made plain for them. This has been all to often 
the history of the White Man. What is still worse, when this is pointed out we will lash out in defense as though it is 
a personal attack when it is not, it is but a general statement easily provable.  

6.) God is the Uncaused Causer, The Creator of all who is Himself uncreated. He was when there was neither 
space nor time, when there was neither mass or the laws which govern it. He was, without any need of sustenance. 
He needs not time nor space while all created things are made of mass living in the dimensions of both time and 
space. He created male and female as a pair and from them comes all humanity, not one race is above another be 
they black, white or red; Arab, African, Asian or European. Any evil done is done due to a love and longing for this 
temporary life and never for the glory of God. It is our duty to never keep silent in the face of injustice, to defend 
the Truth and never fear for our life as it is temporary in nature while the Truth is eternal.  



Chapter 6 
Coming to Know God  

1.)  My greatest effort and aim is inviting to the true guidance of  Allah and His messenger (May the best 
benedictions and peace be upon him). To call to success in this life and the hereafter. 

2.) Preserved in the Old and New Testament scriptures are the prophecies of one who would come between the 
time of  Jesus (peace be upon him), and the last day. 

3.)  All of the prophets called to the Divine One-ness of God - Abraham, Moses, Jesus and the rest (May peace be 
upon them all) - and they all foretold of a prophet to come. Described throughout the Old Testament and the New 
as one from the lineage of Abraham, unlettered, who would have a scripture revealed - containing laws -  piece meal 
over time, here a little and there a little. Jesus (peace be upon him) said that this prophet would come and show that 
the world is in the wrong about sin and righteousness and judgment and he would guide man to all truth. He would 
not speak on his own; he would speak only what he heard, and he would tell what was yet to come.  

4.)  No prophet, not even Jesus (peace be upon him) could say when the final hour will be, this is a knowledge with 
God alone. What was given, however, was signs and indications such as the return of the messiah to fight and 
destroy the antichrist.  

5.) Each of the prophets were sent to their people with warnings and glad tidings, as well as signs that will indicate 
that the final hour is approaching. 

6.) It is only the desire of the devils that one would be ignorant of these signs. This is because if one is ignorant of 
the signs, how can they prepare...and how much more if one is completely ignorant of the reckoning itself. It is 
knowledge of the final hour, knowledge of the day of judgement that leads to freedom from ones ego and desires in 
this life, and success in the hereafter. 

7.) They can not be blamed for striving to deceive you, it is through your deception that they benefit. One can only 
blame their heedlessness on themselves and then move forward to arrive at true knowledge. 

8.) Jesus (peace be upon him) is known in our communities, he is accepted as "of God" and he too warned of the 
coming hour and judgement. It is one of the greatest achievements of the white pagans to distort the true message 
brought by Jesus (peace be upon him) and mix his story with the many pagan fables of their false deities. In doing 
this they deified Jesus (peace be upon him) and distorted his message so that now, 2000 years later people pay him 
little mind and instead of honoring him, this man of God is mocked. 

9.) Jesus (peace be upon him) was the word of God and a spirit from Him born unto the Virgin Mary, who was pure 
and no man had touched. He spoke from the cradle I defense of his mother against her accusers and he was blessed 
with many miracles throughout his life, by God's permission. He was sent by God to call his people back to the 
truth, back to the spirit of the laws and as a sign, he was given the gift of healing by touch, thus he is called the 
Messiah. He was raised into heaven whole and alive and he will return in the last days to defeat the anti-Christ and 
establish God's kingdom on earth before he, and all those who believe with him, are taken from this life before 
being raised again for the final judgement. Without a doubt, he will be honored in the kingdom of heaven as one of 
the elite prophets and messengers. 



10.) On that day, God alone will be the judge. All mankind, including the prophets and messengers sent as envoys 
of God, will be judged. It is the choices that one makes in this life, along with their intentions,  that every person 
will be held accountable for on that Day...and it is God alone who knows the inner most recesses of the hearts. 

11.)  The Truth is a light by which we can walk in times of darkness and today, America is in a state of darkness. It is 
not a darkness of depression and gloom but rather a darkness which blinds from the Truth. A darkness which stems 
from hedonistic and materialistic greed. It is only when the truth flashes, like lightening, that the darkness is is 
exposed and spiritual progress is made. But like lighting, it is a brief flash and then the hearts begin to stagnate 
again. 

12.) Lightening has both positive and negative effects but the light of Truth has no detriment attached to it. It 
exposes falsehood and wrong actions; injustice and corruption and so those who love to live in darkness are also 
exposed and shamed, thus they see the Truth as a harm, as a threat. Because if the is they try to shield themselves 
from the light as they run headlong into destruction. But what is worse, they sow fear of the truth in others and 
attempt to veil them from it...leading them to away from success in this life and the hereafter...true success, the 
pleasure of their Lord. 

13.) It was the prophet Muhammad (May the best benedictions and peace be upon him) that was prophesied of. 
This unlettered prophet sent to guide mankind before the final hour - but instead he was made an enemy by our 
ancestors where they fought against his followers, hid his call and declared him as an enemy. How can we be guided 
if we are kept from the guide?  

14.) He was not sent except as a mercy to all of creation - believers, disbelievers, hypocrites, animals and even the 
planet itself.  He was mercy in his very being, so why choose ignorance of him? Why make him as an enemy? Why 
not rejoice? 



Chapter  7 
The Reality of God 

1.) This is due only an earnest desire to make clear the reality of God. People around the world and through the 
ages have erred concerning this despite guidance having reached them. How much more so my own people, in my 
own lands? The time has come that it is imperative that my people come to know  the reality of their  Lord. 

2.) God says in the Qur'an, "No one laden with burdens can bear another's burden. And We never punish until 
We have sent a Messenger (to give warning)" (17:15) . How can we submit to the guidance of our Lord when we do 
not know Him? It is unfortunate that the white man in America, despite his many advancements in the life of this 
world, remains amongst the most ignorant of his Lord. 

3.) It is not that they do not search, we find many looking into so many myths and traditions, hoping to find the 
truth. They seek to remove doubts in science and scripture. 

4.) The mysteries and blind faith taught to them as they were raised causes doubts. These doubts are then 
strengthened by the wide spread faith in science and philosophy. This continues on until there is such confusion 
that even the existence of God is denied. Such is our level of ignorance concerning our Lord. 

5.) Such level of ignorance will continue us, as a people, on a path of destruction until that ignorance is removed 
and we come to know God. It is for the purpose of Knowing Him that He revealed revelation and sent His 
messengers with it (Peace be upon them all).  

6.) The guidance of Allah was sent in order that mankind as a whole can live in peace and righteousness...so we can 
respect ourselves and our fellow man, living according to that guidance. 

7.) Though God is not seen with the eyes of this life, He alone is the Lord. This Lordship is not shared and He has 
no equal. It is only the devil's deception to veil this truth from mankind. 

8.) The devils upon this earth only hold away because the righteous are silent. There is no power or might but by 
God so then will we not turn to Him in trust. 

9.) Let us, as a people, not wait until judgement comes before we turn away from the devils calling to misguidance 
and mischief. Let us not wait until judgement before we seek to know God and establish a relationship with Him. 
Though He can not be known empirically, it is not about blind faith, nor is it a mystery. His signs are manifest 
throughout creation and we were gifted with intellect so we could use it to arrive at the Truth. 

10.) God is not material to be seen yet He is Living, Omniscient, has volition and is Omnipotent. God sees, hears 
and has speech and He is absolutely transcendent, no imperfection can draw near to Him. It is only the greatest of 
ignorance to deny Him, and it is treacherous deception to deny other a pathway to Him. 



Chapter 8  
God and the people of God 

1.) There are three sources of knowledge indicated in the Qur'an. Knowledge arrived at through the senses, which 
is empirical knowledge, knowledge arrived at through logic and reason which is intellectual knowledge and that 
knowledge, arrived at empirically and/or intellectually which is recorded and transmitted via any medium. Each of 
these can be mistaken as our senses can be deceived, our rationale flawed and the transmission can be based on 
erroneous data. Outside of these three sources there is only one other and that is the revelation from God upon His 
prophets and messengers  (peace and blessings be upon them all). It is this revelation, which contains the absolute 
truth, that we use as a criterion to verify, judge and understand the other three.  

2.) All of the prophets and messengers (peace be upon them all) were sent with warnings and glad tidings to call the 
people back to the guidance of God. They called to the promise of God on the condition that the people believe 
and obey. 

3.) What is an interesting point for reflection is how whenever the messengers came, their people would doubt and 
question them but they never doubt and question the status quo. The people of Egypt questioned Moses (peace be 
upon him), despite seeing miracles at his hand, but they never doubted their beliefs concerning their Pharaoh.  We 
are no different in this regard today, when the message of Truth comes to us, we are doubtful and full of skepticism 
but we do not look at our current beliefs with the same questioning.  

4.) There is a lot to understand and we are blessed with the faculties to discern. We exist with a purpose of coming 
to Know God, despite where and when we are - if the signs and indications of His existence, of His attributes are all 
around us, it matters not that we are here in America, we must put forth the efforts to recognize those signs before 
our hour arrives and our opportunity lost. 

5.) Allah is the name of God as revealed in the Qur'an. It is not subject to being made male or female, dual or 
plural; it is a proper name designated by Himself for Himself - the Creator of the heavens and Earth, the sun and 
moon, mankind and all of creation.  

6.) It was Him alone who created the entire Universe and all that it holds. It was He who measured out the 
dimensions, volumes and speeds. He is the designer who designed everything in its exactness so that it can be 
arrived at mathematically. He is the lawmaker who established the laws so we can come to understand the workings 
of the world through physics. He is the Fashioner who made mankind as diverse nations and tribes so we can come 
to know one another. He is the One who decrees when each of us will leave this world as well as when the day of 
judgement will be established.  

7.) Allah is The Lord and Sovereign and we are all Subservient to Him. When a people refuse to accept the 
guidance, disobeying His commands and prohibitions, can they expect anything more than His displeasure? But 
the punishment will not be manifest until the message is made clear. 

8.) How unfortunate that we have been made blind, deaf and mute concerning our selves by our ancestry as a 
people. We are without knowledge of ourselves as a people, let alone knowledge of others. How then can we claim 
a knowledge of our Creator? Because of this, we must return to a knowledge of self, our people, and our neighbors 
in the American fabric. We need to come to know God and arrive at the true guidance, the way taught by all of the 
prophets (upon them be peace). It is through knowledge of self and others, through knowing our Creator, that we 
return to a state of nobility. 



9.) Allah commands only to what is of benefit for the individual, community and society as a whole, and He 
prohibits that which is detrimental. He guides to what leads to success in this life and the hereafter. This guidance 
encompasses all aspects of life including the diet and economics; it is not just a matter of worship. In this way the 
entire life of the individual is healed holistically, as is the family and community. It is only when man turns away 
from His guidance that discord is found in the society. He could compel His commands upon mankind if He willed 
but it is from His wisdom that He entrusted us with limited free-will so that we could arrive at uprightness without 
compulsion. 

10.) He not only created the world in such a way that we can come to know Him, He also revealed that there are 
signs and indications by which we will know that the life of this world is drawing to an end. There are both minor 
and major signs, and most of the minor signs are have already been manifested before our eyes.  

11.) When the final hour arrives, there will be no human left upon the earth, there will be no escape. Mankind will 
all have perished and nothing of their worldly possessions will have gone with them.  

12.) Do not think there will be some escape to the stars, via space station or inter-planetary travel. On that day, all 
of creation will draw to a close. 

13.) The signs and indications of that day have been prophesied of throughout time, both the minor and the major. 
The signs are found within natural occurrences as well as the interactions between man. 

14.) When that day arrives, there will be no postponement, no one will receive an extension. It is for this reason 
that our faculties were given to us, signs and indication are shown so we can know our Lord, guidance was revealed 
on the tongues of the prophets (upon them all be peace) and there are major and minor signs indicating the coming 
of the hour - all so we can prepare ourselves to stand before Him for judgement - did we live our lives upright, 
according to his guidance or not. 

15.) Satan blames mankind for his wretched state and so seeks to misguide them so that they will fail in this life and 
the hereafter. His helpers, which I term devils, aid in the misguidance of mankind so that we find immorality 
widespread, the family structure broken down, debt is the new normal economic state and the average diet 
amounts to more money spent on chemical additives than actual food. Corruption is widespread while acceptance 
of the guidance of our Lord is a rarity. 

16.) I am one who bears witness that there is nothing worthy of worship other than Allah alone, the God of all 
mankind; and that Muhammad ibn Abdullah was The final prophet and messenger sent for the guidance of 
mankind (May the best benedictions and peace be upon him). I am writing this message to my people hoping that 
you will come to see that it is Islam alone that removes fear, grief and sorrow; it is Islam alone which leads to 
happiness and contentment in this life and success in the hereafter. 

17.) The greatest hindrance to the Truth for us, and for all people, is the widespread propaganda of the American 
mindset - calling people to blind consumerism and hedonistic materialism. The call that the road to happiness is 
through purchasing the latest novelty, the call to instant gratification has served as an opiate, numbing the masses 
from the reality of the world around them. Only when we awaken, as a people, to the path of God, establishing true 
justice, equality and piety will we begin to repair the damages inflicted upon our society. 



Chapter 9 

1.) The life of this world is material and it will come to an end. What kind of pleasure can be found in a temporary 
life other than temporary pleasures? So too, the miseries of this life are also temporary. The soul however is 
immaterial and will go on existing forever and so purifying the soul is the means to finding continuous happiness in 
the gardens of bliss. Poisoning the soul, corrupting it, is the way to finding unending misery. 

2.) It is the life of this world that is the period given for us to rectify our affairs. The signs of God are clear for those 
who are sincerely looking and it is only the most wicked of people who mock and belie the seeker for his seeking. 
But in the end, judgement is not with them, it belongs to God alone. 

3.) We must seek to be guided aright. We must govern our lives according to the moral code and legal doctrine 
established in the revelation for mankind. We must live lives of true freedom, the ability to move within the 
establish boundaries of the guidance of our Lord. We must live lives establishing justice and equality, even upon 
ourselves. We must live lives of piety and righteousness so we can reinvigorate our perceptions of what the 
purpose of this life is, what meanings our lives hold. There are real enemies to these concepts in the world, those 
who are happier with a society steeped in misguidance. They are those who are pleased with your remaining 
heedless of the judgement, those who mock the hereafter, those who dislike that you seek after the Truth. 



Chapter 10 
The anger of the disbelievers 

1.) God describes Himself in the Qur'an saying : "Say - He is Allah, the One; Allah the Self-Sufficient, He begets not 
nor is He begotten; and there is none comparable to Him" (112:1-4). There is no God the Father and God the Son, 
there is only one God which has no beginning and no end, no parents and no offspring. Rather He is as He 
described : "He to whom belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth: no son has He begotten, nor has He a 
partner in His dominion: it is He who created all things, and ordered them in due proportions. Yet have they taken, 
besides him, gods that can create nothing but are themselves created; that have no control of hurt or good to 
themselves; nor can they control death nor life nor resurrection.” (25:2,3). All that is belongs to God alone and no 
people have more claim or right to Him than another, rather He is the Soveriegn Lord over all mankind. Unifying 
humanity upon the Truth is a great difficulty; Unifying the White man in America upon the Truth is similarly 
difficult. We have become low in our chasing after novelties, living what we term a rat-race, just struggling to 
survive. Where is the honor in that? Where is our dignity? We have made ourselves serfs, becoming enemies to 
ourselves. The time is ripe for us to cease loving in fear; fear of the creation, fear of poverty, fear of others. It is 
time to experience awe for our Lord and submit our lives to His guidance. It is time to realize the words of Allah, 
when He said, "Who is he besides the Most Beneficent that can act as an army for you, to assist you? The 
disbelievers are in nothing but delusion. Who is he that can provide for you if He should withhold His provision? 
Nay, but they continue to be in pride, and they flee (from the truth)" (67:20,21). 

2.) The life of this world is not your abode. You toil for its enjoyments, it's adornments, it's lands - but you must 
eventually leave it. Only in he hereafter will you truly receive what you have earned. There is no defense from death 
nor can you escape it,  and judgement is sure to follow, so flee to Allah. He is the Creator and the Protecting Friend 
to the believers. Although many are the believers who suffer from hunger, persecution and injustice, hold fast to 
the guidance, the religion, Islam, as, in the end, good is the reward with Allah. Certainly the disbelievers will be 
agitated by your change, your adherence to guidance, but in the end, success is with Allah alone. 



Chapter 11 
Allah, The All-Knowing 

1.) There is no equal to the beautiful teachings found in the Holy Qur'an, as it is the preserved, Divine speech of 
the All-knowing Lord of Creation. 

2.) It would be an asset to the library of every thoughtful person. Specifically, every one entrusted to preach, teach 
or serve a constituency should have a personal copy of their own. But what must be clear is that any translation is 
only an interpretation of the original and so one should be wary of whose interpretation they read. 

3.) It is not wise to read interpretations written by those who do not accept the message, much less its enemies. 
Knowingly seeking a correct understanding of the message from one who actively seeks to distort is obvious folly, 
yet still the truth stands clear from falsehood and one can recognize it as such, even against their own will. 

4.) Despite the many forms by which the enemies of the Truth seek to distort it, they will certainly fail. Even the 
plots of Pharoah against the Children of Israel were defeated, despite his bringing to bear against them the 
injustice and oppression of the full might of his ministers, his courts, his military, and the economic structure. The 
magicians of Egypt, the preachers of the time, were even wielded against the message of Truth, until they came to 
know Moses, God and His message as the children of Israel themselves had come to know. 

5.) Ultimately, even against that super power, the Truth prevailed. Unfortunately it became manifest only after sign 
after sign, plague after plague, plight after plight was manifested for the guidance of the people. Still, after this 
ordeal, the ruling class - the Pharaoh  and his ministers, his army and the wealthy elite of Egypt were destroyed in a 
state of rejection as they continued to fight against the guidance of God. Such destruction and downfall is not 
hoped for for our nation, for our people. It is for this reason that we present this message of glad tidings for those 
who believe and live lives of harmony according to the guidance of God and a warning of chaos, turmoil and despair 
for those who choose to reject the guidance despite recognizing it. This is as God says in the Qur'an, "Or say they: 
"He (Muhammad, peace be upon him) has fabricated it?" Nay, it is the truth from your Lord, that you may warn a 
people to whom no warner has come before you, in order that they may be guided." (32:3)  

6.) It may be asked, "Who is this Allah and what is this Islam?" Know, my people, that Allah is the proper name of 
God, the Creator of all. To Him are the most beautiful of names as He is the Perfect One which no imperfection 
can draw near to. He is the one whose attributes are made manifest in His creation so every facet of creation acts to 
indicate back to Him while He is not perceived by the empirical senses. He is the One True God who has no 
partners or equals and Islam is the way in which one lives their life in submission to the guidance of their Lord, the 
straight path that leads to success in this life and the hereafter. It is the way of life that frees one from the pathways 
of darkness, the enslavement to one's own whims and desires and the injustices of the myriad systems of man, by 
the permission of God Almighty. This was the way of life of every prophet and messenger, as they all submitted 
themselves to the will and guidance of their Lord, and hence, they were all muslim. 

7.) Though the strength of the enemies of Truth may seem as endurable as mountains, as mighty as the seas and as 
far reaching as the winds, the Truth of the Lord will prevail. By the aid of Allah, the believers who adhere to His 
guidance will certainly be successful in this life and the next. Do not Despair! Indeed Allah is All-knowing, All-
Wise. 



Chapter 12 
The Measure of  Days with Allah 

Say to the believers to forgive those who (harm them and) hope not for the Days of Allah,  
that He may recompense people according to what they have earned.  

[45:14] 

1.) What is meant by "the Days of Allah" is not twenty four hour cycles, in succession or otherwise, but rather 
periods of time in which the Truth and the righteous who adhere to it are given victory over the forces of evil mane 
corruption in this world.  

2.) The most reliable exegetes of the Qur'an have said that specifically what is meant is the final judgement in the 
hereafter but in general it is those days in which the disbelieving people are recompensed for their ingratitude 
towards the blessings of their Lord. Despite temporary appearances of prosperity - strength, authority, wealth and 
influence - eventually every people taste the results of their ingratitude for these favors. Such blessings are taken 
for granted and losing them becomes inconceivable to the people, despite the examples found throughout the 
entirety of the history of humanity. When're the people believe and live in a state of gratitude for the favors of their 
Lord, there is increase and perpetuity but when ingratitude rears its head and the people begin to turn away from 
Guidance; when they begin to lose their faith and reject the message, the consequences of their actions ultimately 
catchup to them. 

3.)  All of creation belongs to Allah, including every measure of time, and He measures as He wills. Today, the 
world in general and specifically our nation is under the control of disbelieving people who display the very 
characteristics we have mentioned, but also make themselves, outwardly and inwardly, enemies of the Truth. These 
mischievous Devils wield their power in governance, military, economics and the various forms of media without a 
concise ration that it can all be stripped from them. 

4.) Those who give up following these systems of ignorance and misguidance and submit themselves to live 
according to the guidance of God will see themselves gradually becoming the successful in this life and ultimately 
in the hereafter. Success is with Allah and He guides whom He wills. 

5.) Who is it that can succeed after taking Allah as their enemy? The  wealthy and powerful think there will be no 
end to their position of strength, which they wield against the poor and weak, against the upright and the believers. 
Their recompense is certain to come. While it is easy for the believers to give up, seeing themselves as weak, 
certainly victory comes with Allah alone. 



Chapter 13 
Love for God's Creation 

1.) Those of you who are Christians and believe that the bible is the word of God, then will you not heed the deep 
lessons found in John 8:42, where the Messiah, Jesus, son of Mary (peace be upon them), is reported to have said 
what means, "If  God were your father, you would love me, for I came from Him and am here with you now; I have 
not come on my own but He sent me."  

2.) This shows that God being termed "the Father" is not meant genetically. It shows that Jesus should be loved 
due to his being sent by God. That Jesus did not come on his own but was sent - and hence not an equal or partner 
to God. God alone has the right to be worshipped and it is nothing but a deception that one is called to worship, 
supplicate to or depend upon anyone from the creation...even if it be the Messiah, Jesus, son of Mary (peace be 
upon them). 

3.) To bow down, to prostrate, to be dependent upon anyone else from the creation of Allah is a disgrace to any 
decent intelligent person. Knowledge of the Truth is a means to freedom from such disgrace. 

4.) There is only One God and He created all of Creation. He created mankind into the various races, ethnicities 
and tribes that we can come to know one another. It is only the ignorance of man that causes these differences to be 
a barrier of separation. 

5.) But just as it is natural for a human to have compassion towards his fellow man, it is not unnatural to have less 
care, concern and compassion for those of other racial, ethnic or tribal groups than one's own.  

6.) The differences are real and the biases that come with them are natural but this does not necessitate that they be 
a cause of injustice disrespect, mistreatment, injustice or oppression. To remain fair despite those biases is a sign 
of intelligence. 

7.) Though it is the outward, material forms that show separation, it is the inner, spiritual dimension that unites us 
all. We are all the guests of Allah in this life, and to Him we will all ultimately return for judgement.  

8.) So, it is knowledge of Allah and submission to His guidance which unifies mankind, despite any outward form 
of division. It is the realization that we all are here in this world by His will that leads us to love our fellow man for 
the sake of God and to obey His command in the Qur'an, "Help you one another in virtue, righteousness and piety; 
but do not help one another in sin and transgression." (5:2) 



Chapter 14 
Persecution of the Believers Once Guidance Comes 

1.) The prophet Abraham (peace be upon him) was exiled from his land. The prophet Moses (peace be upon him) 
and his followers were oppressed and killed. The Messiah Jesus (peace be upon him) and his followers were 
likewise oppressed, hunted and killed. The prophet Muhammad was boycotted, chased from his homeland and 
fought against by the nations. His followers in Mecca were oppressed and attacked. This is the result whenever the 
message of truth arrives, those who follow the guidance are persecuted by those who reject it; those who seek 
purification and rectification are targeted for truculence by those who seek to keep the status quo. 

2.) The stories of the believers before us have been preserved so that we can see the price of accepting guidance; so 
we can know the sacrifices  that are necessary to remain upright upon guidance. 

3.) Allah is fully able to give victory to the believers, but this victory only comes after struggle.  

4.) The entire world is at the service of the believers, it is only a matter of awakening to that reality, a form of 
resurrection before the resurrection. But in order to experience this reality, one needs to take themselves to 
account before they are taken to account because it is only our own wrong actions and sins which keep of heedless 
of  this reality. When the believers neglect the inner realities and rely upon the material means, they are 
automatically stripped of their strength, they are weakened. The enemies of Truth know this and it is their desire 
that the believers remain in a state of vice, a state of heedlessness, a state of weakness.  

5.) It grieves me that my own people oppose the means to salvation, they oppose the Truth, they oppose God. Allah 
chose for us Islam, He desires for us success in this life and the gardens of bliss in the hereafter but it is conditional 
on our submitting to His guidance and accept religion of God and His prophets. For those who accept Islam, God 
becomes their protecting friend. 

6.) Those who reject this guidance will go on persecuting the believers and anyone who aids them, but this 
persecution should not prevent us from striving upon the straight path. Persecution and even the threat of death 
should not stop one from submitting to the Truth and carrying it to others. 

7.) It is due to ignorance that we, as a people, continue to reject guidance. Ignorance of self, ignorance of history, 
ignorance of Islam, and ignorance of why the believers are persecuted. The guidance is there but we continue to 
refuse to hear it, refuse to listen, keeping ourselves at a distance so that we, even if we be a majority, remain 'the 
other'. Sadly, this also means that our people remain ignorant. 

8.) We do not need to adopt the languages or cultural identities of others. We will retain our own cultural 
identities, we will remain "the white man in America" but we will also be Muslims, living upright lives in 
accordance with God's guidance. We need to be able to accept this reality amongst ourselves, only then can we 
sincerely accept it from others. 

9.) Part of our problem, as a people, is that we are so caught up by the glitter of the enjoyments of this life that we 
abase ourselves, living in disgraceful conditions to attain it. 



10.) Either we are chasing after the so called 'American Dream' or we are chasing after intoxication, fornication 
and gambling or we are simply seeking to distract ourselves with mind numbing 'entertainments' - all the while, we 
all claim we are just trying to get by. In this way we have all lost our way, lost ourselves, lost our families, friends 
and communities.  

11.) We prefer to suffer through this life rather than to begin living according to the guidance sent to us by God. 
While it is true that God can set all of our affairs aright, this does not negate that we must still do the hard work 
inherent in change and growth. 

12.) It is fear of change! And this fear is one of our worst enemies. Submitting wholeheartedly once one recognizes 
the truth will erase that fear completely. Firs, though, courage must be shown even to listen to the message 
because it is a deep seated fear that has been encoded in our people for generations.  

13.) Know that peace and happiness is not attained through having what others have but rather having a 
relationship with your Lord. 

14.) True peace and happiness will only be found under the banner of  faith and submission (while the very word is 
repulsive to us as a people). God alone is our provider and He wants for us good, so why do we choose to remain 
slaves to a system of serfdom and not stand upon our own as real men, as believers whom the very earth itself was 
created to serve? 

15.) The first step is not to break free of the system or to throw away our cultural identities, the first step is to listen 
to the message, weigh it, see it as truth and accept it in our lives. Only then will we enhance our cultural identities 
and become strong enough , become brave enough, to break the bonds that hold us enslaved to hedonism and 
greed. 

16.) We must come to understand that we have been deceived by our own people, regardless of their good 
intentions. We need to come face to face with the history of those who submit to God and those who strive against 
them. We must distance ourselves from the economic systems of entrapment wherein the struggle always 
continues for some distant goal. 

17.) All of the prophets were sent to guide their people. All of them called their people back to Truth and 
righteousness. All of them called their people away from the status quo, and so the believers have always been 
persecuted.  

18.) Since the life of Muhammad (may the best benedictions and peace be upon him) and the revelation of the 
Qur'an, the believers have continued to be persecuted, most vehemently by our own ancestors. This is a reality we 
must face with honesty as we ask ourselves, do we see ourselves as those who accept the Truth, the followers of 
guidance, or do we see ourselves as those who reject and turn away? This has ever been the nature of the message 
as it is even recorded in the bible that The Messiah, Jesus, son of Mary (peace be upon him) is reported to have said 
to his followers, "Think not that I am come to send peace on earth: I came not to send peace, but a sword." (Matt. 
10:34). Why? Was he starting the battle? No! Rather he understood the consequences of calling to guidance. 



Chapter 15 
The Path to Salvation 

1.) The fundamental principle of belief is that God is absolutely One and there is no equal or partner to Him. There 
is no other source of help besides Him; no source of benefit, no protection from Harm- nothing at all is worthy of 
worship other than God alone. This is the principle from which we begin. 

2.) How many are the non-Muslims who ascribe partners with God? Either they make Him dualistic, or a trinity or 
a pantheon. While still others outright reject any God at all. The root of all of these false notions is ignorance as is 
the rejection of any of the six pillars of faith - belief in the Divine One-ness of Allah, belief in the Angels, the 
divinely revealed books, the messengers sent by God as examples for mankind, belief in the hereafter and the 
divine decree. 

3.) the white man in America has become steeped in ignorance concerning God. Whether it be that they are raised 
up in the church that teaches them that the son is equal to the Father and that both of them are equal to a spirit that 
was sent forth at the command of God...saying that there are three partners that make up a single triune deity. Or 
they were raised up on the doctrine of the secular state whose institutions called them to reject any form of deity 
due to advancements mankind has made in their understanding of the workings of the world around them. Then 
there are those who are so confused they continue to search here and there, knowing there is a Truth, knowing 
there is a God, knowing that they have purpose but they are unable to find true guidance. All of these forms of 
misguidance can not be blamed on anyone but ourselves, similarly the way out of this ignorance is that we take up 
responsibility for our own souls and listen to the simple message of Truth. 

4.) There is power in this message. In it is the light of guidance. In it is life. One finds true freedom through 
submitting to the guidance of Allah. Not even the prophet Muhammad (may the best benedictions and peace be 
upon him) is taken as an object of worship, he is, instead, our example of what it means to truly submit to Allah 
alone. 

5.) So many say that the white man in America will not agree with the teachings of Muhammad (peace be upon 
him), that they will go on rejecting the message of Islam, that they will go on choosing to have animosity those who 
submit themselves to God and strive to live according to His guidance. It is believed that this rejection is perhaps 
mostly due to our white identity and our seeing Islam as a religion of non-whites. It is not so much a rejection of 
the message, so many refuse to even hear it, rather it is rejection of what we fear is a threat to how we identify 
themselves. 

6.) It is the worst form of ignorance to reject the Truth even after it is recognized. How can a person cling to what 
their ancestors believed when it is shown to be false? How can one go on believing The Messiah Jesus (peace be 
upon him) is an object to be worshipped, to be invoked and supplicated to when he himself called his followers to 
worship his God, when he himself cried, calling out to God for aid. And how can a person go on rejecting the 
existence of the Creator of the heavens and the Earth and all that they contain when everything points back to and 
indicates His existence? 

7.) Every people in the history of man knew of the existence of God. Every people had messengers sent to them 
with the Truth. Nearly every people, generation by generation, distorted the message - adding to it, taking from it, 
twisting it up or rejecting it altogether. Still, the traces of the True message is always to be found...and the core of 
that message is nothing other than the fundamental belief that God is absolutely One and He alone deserves our 
worship. 



Chapter 16 
Allah is Perfectly Just 

1.) Allah is fully aware of His creation at every moment. Each individual, every nation and all of mankind as a whole 
are known to Him simultaneously; and He alone judges between them. 

2.) In order to understand current events, we must have some knowledge of history. This is a shortcoming of the 
white man in America. We tend to stretch our necks looking ahead, planning and yearning for the future, but we 
are often shortsighted when looking in the rear view. Some do not know the history beyond  a quarter century, 
some are familiar of the happenings of the last century, others know the history of the nation since the revolution. 
Very few are those whose knowledge of the past goes beyond that, and fewer still are those who draw lessons from 
that which they do know.  

3.) We are only 1400 years removed from the revelation of the Qur'an; 2000 years from the life of the Messiah 
(peace be upon him) yet we look at these matters like ancient history or worse, like folktales of old.  

4.) How many know when Christianity entered into the lands of Europe? How did it spread? What happened to the 
people, their tribes and the cultures of land after land as Christianity spread.  

5.) Yet, here in the U.S., we act as though this is a faith revealed to the White race, for the White race. The white 
man in America has historically wielded their Christianity as a divine right which grants them us power and 
authority over others; as though it grants a divinely sanctioned superiority over nonwhites. 

6.) The animosity and tension between the white man in America and non-whites must come to an end. This can 
never occur as long as the finger is always pointed at the other and we do not take historical stock of ourselves, our 
own injustices, as a people, and acknowledge that. This, of course, is not to claim that every white in America today 
even has historical roots here, nor every person of color...but we can not deny that there is a history of the 
manipulation and  oppression of others perpetrated by  Europeans in general that has planted the seeds of bias. 

7.) Allah alone created all of mankind, and He sent guidance to us all. No race, ethnicity or nationality is superior 
to any other based on how they were created, rather it is their relationship with the Creator that is the scale by 
which matters are weighed. It is only by faith and righteousness that any person is more noble than another in the 
sight of Allah. This is the criterion by which we too should adopt; surely it will be difficult at first but if we remain 
vigilant success will certainly follow. 

8.) The white man in America must come to know this and judge accordingly. It is the only way to open the hearts 
to the light of Allah so that we can come to know ourselves and our relationship with God. 

9.) The message of humanity brought by the prophets of God (peace be upon them all) was that we are all equal 
before God, we are all His creation, we are all His servants, we are all responsible to follow the guidance He has 
sent, we will all return to Him and stand before Him for judgement. Hearing this message is one thing accepting it 
is another. Knowing this is the truth is one thing, living according to it is another.  

10.) Allah tells us in the Qur'an, "And if Allah did not check one set of people by means of another, the earth would 
indeed be full of mischief" (2:251). What makes us think that we are exempt from the Justice of God being 
established upon us in this world? From where does the sense of privilege and safety come? Did God not even try 
the tribes of Israel while they were His chosen people? 



11.) Allah sent Moses to free the Israelites from Egypt, checking the injustice of, the disbelievers with the believers, 
but were the Jews not also tried by nation after nation until they came under the thumb of the pagan Roman 
Empire? 

12.) this is a warning and a sign for us today. This is the lessons we learn from history. When Allah establishes 
Justice and restores the scales of balance among man, it is only by one group that He checks the other.  

13.) The white man in America must come to understand these truths clearly. Technology and science will not 
deliver us, nor will clinging stubbornly to the ways of our ancestors. The only way to remain firm in our lands is to 
turn back to God, seek His forgiveness, seek His aid and set our affairs right with our fellow man.  

14.) Understand, this is not a call to integration and loss of identity but rather it is the message of acknowledgment 
of our humanity and rising to claim our rightful status, our birthright, as the servants of Almighty God and 
believers who submit to His guidance. 



Chapter 17 
Submit to God and Fear Not 

1.) Allah says in the Qur'an, "Yes, but whoever submits himself fully to Allah and he strives in good works, then his 
reward is with his Lord , on such shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve" (2:112). This is Islam. This is the message 
of Truth. We are invited to rectify and preserve our relationship with our Creator and to rectify and preserve our 
relationship with His creation (our fellow man). If we do that, Allah will remove from us the fear and anxieties of 
this life and the next. This is the covenant.That alone is the straight path, the way to salvation, according to the 
Qur'anic teachings.  

2.) Fear is the main obstacle to progressing as a people. Fear of change. Fear of losing something of this temporary 
world. Fear that somehow accepting the Truth will weaken us in some way. Fear of loss of identity. This fear of 
what the future may hold holds us back. But it is through accepting this guidance that the fear of the unknown, this 
unreasonable fear, this enemy that stands in our way, will be removed. It is only when we sincerely intend to submit 
ourselves to God and be from amongst the upright that the anxieties we face in our life will begin to be 
alleviated...we will find that our fears and grief have been raised from our shoulders. 

3.) All of the anxieties we face in our society, all of the ills - the breakdown of the family, the collapse of the 
economy, the rising  crime, the failing education, all of the various mischiefs - we must recognize that they are the 
fruit of our own diseased hearts, the harvest of what we have sown. We must recognize that we can not blame it on 
others as it is the system that our own people have put in place that has lead to this current state of affairs. How can 
we feel comfortable blaming it on others when we don't even know "the other"! Over 90% of whites in the U.S. 
have social networks that consists  of only other whites. Around 80% of whites in the U.S. who do not dwell in 
cities live in communities with a population of less than 1% non-whites. We remain the majority in the nation, with 
nearly 65% of the entire population being white, so how do we blame others for the current state? Instead of 
playing the blame game, should we not instead acknowledge that only Allah can change this; only He can remedy 
our situation. He alone can remove our fears, our anxieties, our grief. But our condition will not change until we 
change ourselves, until we stop submitting to our egos and passions and submit to His guidance. 

4.) It must be made abundantly clear, the way to repair our society, our humanity, our nation and our people is 
through Islam and Islam is nothing other than the submitting one's entire self to God alone and then living upright 
lives according to His guidance. Will we continue to fail to learn from history that the only way to receive the help 
of our Lord, victory in this life and the hereafter, is through humbling ourselves as those who submit themselves to 
the Will of God, which is the exact meaning of the term "Muslim". 



Part Two 
On The White Identity 

Chapter 18 
Knowing Yourself 

1.) It seems due to the White identity that the white man in America  takes for granted his freedom, justice and 
equality. The reality however is that these are not tied to one's ethnicity but rather to their humanity. We do not 
deserve these rights any more or less than any other people. 

2.) Understanding who we are in reality is an act of devotion. Allah revealed to us in the Qur'an that we are all 
children of one man, Adam (peace be upon him) who was created in his form by Allah. 

3.) The question may arise, "If we are all the children of Adam, then how is there so much diversity." This question 
was answered by the prophet Muhammad (may the best benedictions and peace be upon him).  

4.) It all originated with Allah declaring that He would create a vicegerent in the earth. Long before mankind was 
placed upon the earth, Allah willed that we be, and His will shall ever come to pass. A portion of earth was collected 
from every type of soil - the red, white, brown and black; from the wetlands, deserts, mountains and plains - after 
the earth was promised that whatever was taken from it would ultimately be returned to it. This soil was then mixed 
with water and made to be like clay so as to be formed into the shape of man. Once the first man was created, Allah 
then blew the breath of life into him, granting him his soul.  

5.) Then when Adam felt a sense of loneliness, Allah created for him his spouse, Eve(peace be upon them), and 
they dwelled together in the gardens of Aden for some time. 

6.) The rest of creation, including the Angels were commanded to honor Adam and they all submitted, except for 
one creature named Iblis. He was from the Unseen creatures call Jinn and he committed the first sin, disobedience 
to the God out of arrogance; an arrogance which stemmed from his seeing himself as superior to Adam based on 
the outward form of their creation.  

7.) Iblis vowed to prove that he is superior to man and made himself an enemy to mankind until the final hour, 
promising to strive to lead as many people to the fires of hell as he could. After some time,  Iblis tricked Adam and 
his wife to eating from the forbidden tree and it was due to this that they were all cast out of the gardens and made 
to well on the Earth. But from this we learn the first lesson for humanity. Iblis blamed Adam and He blamed God 
and he became more vehement in his animosity and rage. Adam on the other hand regretted his error and turned 
back to God seeking forgiveness, which was granted to him. So to blame others when we fall into error is itself 
Satanic while to turn back to God and seek His pleasure is the elevated state of man. 

8.) So Adam and his wife was made to dwell upon the earth and it was from this first pair (peace be upon them) that 
all mankind was created and spread out upon the earth. This is as Allah has said, "O' mankind! We created you 
from a single pair of a male and a female, and made you into nations and tribes, that ye may know each 
other"(49:13) 



9.) It is because mankind's physical dimension is made from the earth that we resemble it in that we have varying 
hues, forms and dispositions. So we find some races short and stocky and others tall and thin, some with light 
complexions and others dark, some with straight hair, some with waves and others with tight curls. These 
differences favor the environments in which the various nations and tribes settled in, so that a natural selection 
occurred bringing out the natural properties, aligning the people with the land upon which they settled.  

10.) It is only from the deception of Iblis and the ignorant induced arrogance that makes any people believe they 
are superior to any other based upon their outer forms. Indeed, every people have their strengths, weaknesses and 
characteristics specific to them. God has revealed the truth to all of mankind so that we can come to realize that this 
physical life is temporary, it is the life of the soul that will go on an be judged for the choices we make in this life, 
that is what we must concern ourselves with.  

11.) God informed us in the Qur'an, "For We assuredly sent amongst every People an messenger with the 
Command, 'Serve God, and eschew Evil'. Of the People were some whom God guided, and some on whom error 
became inevitably established. So travel through the earth, and see what was the end of those who denied the 
Truth." (16:36). All of mankind is the creation of God. We are all a single family coming from a single pair, male 
and female. Allah made us into nations and tribes in order that we can come to know one another, not in order that 
we divide amongst ourselves and look down upon one another arrogantly. And in the end, these physical bodies 
will return to the earth from which they came and we will, ultimately, return to Allah for judgement. 



Chapter 19 
Loving Yourself 

1.) It is important in this time we live to realize that many of the whites in America fear being labelled as racists and 
due to this there is a taboo about speaking on loving your self. What is worse, there is a public blaming of self that 
damages the psyche. The problem is not in having love for one's self, one's people or one's heritage but rather in 
looking down upon, or worse, hating those of another heritage. We need to have love for our fellow man, and also, 
there should be some pride in one's own heritage, this is not racism, this is natural. It is the same for every people, 
and so why should the same right to love of self not be afforded to the white man in America? Because of the 
atrocities performed by other whites? It suffices for us to speak the truth concerning the wrongs while still not 
turning to self abasement.   

2.) In today's America the cry goes out to love every people equally, that we do not differentiate between people 
based upon color - but that is a lie. It would be more honest to say that we do not allow our own natural biases to 
cause us to be unfair,  unjust or divisive. There are differences in our appearances, in our subcultural practices and 
differences in how people interact between people who are similar to themselves and those who are different - 
regardless of whether those differences are based on economic class, social class, profession, gender, age, 
language, or ethnicity. To deny this is to be disingenuous with one's self. This is why when God sent messengers 
to each people, he sent someone from amongst their own people, speaking their own language.  

3.) This in no way means that we separate ourselves from our fellow citizens, our fellow man. A white man in 
America may feel much more comfortable around people of color than he does with other whites; just as a person 
of color may feel more comfortable around whites. What is being said is that each individual must not be so 
ashamed of the actions perpetrated by others who share their ethnicity that they seek to deny and separate 
themselves from their own heritage, whether physically or psychologically. No one should be ashamed of their 
whiteness. This is not their choice but rather the decree of God, just like every other people, and we should be 
content with His decree. To be ashamed of who you are is an ingratitude to your Lord. Similarly, to attempt to deny 
any difference is an ingratitude as our diversity is nothing more than a sign indicating back to the one who created 
us out of His wisdom. What benefit is there in denying the beauty and nuances between the nations and tribes of 
mankind? 

4.) How do we hope to arrive at a universal love if we carry within us a shame of self? White guilt does not benefit 
the white man in or America or the people of color but instead allows for the middle class to feel better about 
themselves. No, the way forward is love. Love for self, love for one's heritage, love for the decree of our Lord. It 
must be a love that leads us to respect ourselves while still being honest about the injustices done by those who 
share our heritage. It must be a critical love that forces us to hold one another to a higher standard; a love that 
stops, the oppressor, from his oppression.  

5.) Only when we come to a healthy and critical love of self, as a people,  will we come to appreciate the real 
diversity  among our fellow citizens; only then will we come to love others for their otherness, as well as the 
similarities we share.  

6.) God created each individual as they are, decreeing their outward forms before they were born, not a single 
human chose their ancestry. There is no blame on you because of the color of your skin, where you were born or to 
what lineage - this is all by the decree of your Lord and He does not ask us to be ashamed of it, to hide it or seek to 
alter it in any way. We are white Americans by the decree of God and that does not change when one accepts Islam. 



Chapter 20 
Understand  Yourself 

1.)  It is important that we come to a true knowledge of ourselves, as a people, in order to  move forward from where 
we are. I do not mean American history that is taught in grade schools but rather a deeper understanding of the 
heritage of the white man in America. 

2.) Most of modern man in the U.S. is without knowledge of  self. Where did we come from? When did our families 
arrive? Why? When did they migrate across the lands? In what ways did the families divide and separate, and at 
what points did they join with others? Many are not even aware of their lineage beyond two or three generations, 
let alone their true ethnicity and heritage. This is true of the majority, regardless of  the color of their skin.  

3.) So many modern Americans are seemingly unaware that there were white slaves and indentured servants or that 
there were blacks who were freemen and landowners. Many know that the Irish were looked down upon by other 
whites and that they mixed freely with the blacks and native Americans, but perhaps not so common of knowledge 
is that the Germans and poles too were looked down upon in that they were late comers to this new land, coming 
mostly around the time of the civil war and thereafter. One thing that should be clear to us all is that whiteness of 
skin does not equate with homogeneity, even among the white man in America there is a great deal of diversity. 

4.) Perhaps due to the very real diversity amongst the white man in America, it is difficult to speak in specifics 
about knowledge of self. There are many misunderstandings amongst our relations with one another, let alone our 
relations with others, because of expectations based on the color of our skin. When we mentioned the white man 
in America it is often the middle class that comes to the minds of most. But what about the upper, the upper 
middle, the lower middle, the upper lower  and the lower classes? What about the obscenely wealthy bloodlines 
who have deep roots in this nation and the illiterate beggar who doesn't even know his father...should they be held 
to the same expectations as the middle class?  

5.) At the same time, if we do not respect the reality that we all share in the white identity, how can we expect 
others to respect the diversity amongst us?  We must understand ourselves as simultaneously a unified whole 
based upon European ancestry and diverse groupings based upon the many realities that divide us. Only when we 
can respect this dichotomy will others then also be able to recognize it. 

6.) What should be clearly understood is "whiteness" itself is a mental construct which has historically been 
relative. Indeed, the legal usage of the term "white" to describe a people was not found until the seventeenth 
century America. It is a generic legal term placed upon us, and accepted as a label. 

7.) It is necessary for us to know who we are as a people and as diverse peoples; it is necessary for us to come to an 
understanding of ourselves. We are equal members of humanity, not superior, not inferior, except in our piety, 
acceptance and adherence to the guidance of God Almighty. Those termed "white" have a very sordid history in 
this regard, but perhaps through knowledge and understanding of who we are can enable us to correct that history 
as we move forward. 



Chapter 21 
Assistance Begins At Home 

1.) Many of my people, the white-folk  of America, seek to be of assistance in overcoming the racial issues in our 
nation. This has been said from a position of seeing one's self as superior. This is naïveté. We do not even 
understand our own issues with race and we think we can heal the nation. We have little to offer in this regard as we 
ourselves are in need of help, and so, we must begin at home. 

2.) There is a deep history of oppression of people of color by the white man in America, there is no denying this. 
There is also a system established on the thoughts, understandings and perspectives of whites. Because we have a 
history of being the majority, there is also a reality of what is termed "white privilege". Today, there is poverty, 
poor education, addiction, violence, crime, and injustice throughout our nation and it is an epidemic in the black 
communities. Wherever this is found, we see, as one source, the broken families, however, rather than look at 
solutions, both the blacks and whites like to lay blame and accusations. The history of oppression and racism is 
exercised like a useful demon and wielded like a weapon.  

3.) We sit, spoiled by our excesses and ease, our opportunities. We do not even understand the deep 
establishment of the mentality of "whiteness" in our own perspectives,  world-views, and interactions with others. 
We are so busied in the rat race of our own making for the so-called American Dream that we fail to even realize 
that this itself is oppression of ourselves. We have submitted ourselves, willingly becoming serfs to the state, to the 
corporations, to the system. How do we help the nation heal when we have not even realized that we are in need of 
healing. 

4.) We look around and fail to understand the animosity towards us, from the people of color in our own nation 
and around the world. This is because we only see things through the lens of our being  white in America. 

5.) It is imperative we come to understand that we, despite our diversities, share the history of "the white man in 
America"; fairly or unfairly, the wrongs of the past are stuck to you due to that. And so, we are unified due to that 
label, whether it is acceptable or not. 

6.) Perhaps because of this, it is important that we come to understand the term "white", the history of the white 
man in America, and the deep psychological effects this has on our personal identities. Before we can be of 
assistance towards the healing of others (who have their own real soul searching to do) we must begin with a 
healing of identity at home - coming to know ourselves and working towards an acceptance of who we are, how we 
got to where we are and where we are heading. Due to our great diversity, the answers also will be diverse, and no 
one else will be able to answer them - these answers  must be arrived at by your community, your household, and 
within your self. 



Chapter 22 
The Disgrace of  Serfdom and a Solution 

1.) We consider our nation a melting pot and so assimilation seems a requirement. Due to this, traditions, culture, 
even languages are lost. Indeed, even identities are swallowed by the current popular trends and cultures. The 
modern media, social networking, and corporate capitalism has stripped so many from piety, uprightness, religion,  
tradition, and culture.  

2.) This is an actual real form of oppression, but what is worse is that we have been made to want it, to love it, to 
yearn for it. We are have been so indoctrinated that we look down on those who do not buy into this way of seeing, 
this way of being.  

3.) We have become a people who live only to consume. Even our careers and vocations are clung to, as discontent 
as so many are in them, in order to continue our consumption. 

4.) We have ceased to produce. We no longer repair or re-use, we replace, and this is usually with foreign made 
goods which continue to weaken us as a people and as a nation. But the capitalistic corporations continue to tell us 
this is better and so we online to listen. But what is the greater effect of this, psychologically? We fail to repair our 
relationships, our communities and instead replace them. We rent instead of own so we can swiftly move on. We 
restrict ourselves to the temporary and so we, as a people suffer. 

5.) This psychology of individualism has destroyed our lineages, our families, and our communities but we don't 
recognize it and so we do not complain...because we are still able to happily consume. Have you ever had that 
moment of clarity where you see that you have been restricted to being only a consumer consumed by the system 
you have been enslaved to? How many are indebted and feel the weight of the many loans meant to facilitate ease of 
consumption? How many feel the burden of giving nearly a third of your earned wealth to the government in taxes? 
Tell me, in the history of civilization, when has a third of a person's income been an acceptable amount to take 
justly?  

6.) The credit, the loans, the taxes which all entrap you to the system is accepted as normal, perhaps even 
necessary. Do you not see this system is designed to create serfs, indentured to the system itself, trapped as 
consumers, unable to become producers. The debt itself causes stress and anxiety, a feeling of helplessness in 
order that we accept further restrictions, further control, further oppression, unjust laws and ill treatment. 

7.) Is it not a disgrace to be serfs instead of free-men; to be consumers instead of producers. Is it not time to begin 
standing on our own feet? What is more disgraceful is contentment with that state of being. Is it not time that we 
stop looking to the promise of the American Dream and begin to once again form homes, extended families and 
communities that cooperate, aid and assist one another to not only have lives of success but of happiness; of 
fullness. Real honor, real dignity, real nobility is not had in virtual communities or within corporate entities - it is 
had in the context of real community. We must be producers and a people which consume what is produced 
locally, limiting the rest. But if any of this is to be had, roots must be laid. 

8.) This does not mean you must quit your job or change careers. This is not a call to end social media or the 
Internet. This is not a "back to Earth" call to a commune. Though, there is also no harm for those who seek these 
things. Rather, this is an invitation to stop being selfish entities chasing our own whims and desires and become, 



once again, solid communities based on family and inter-family relations. Communities which aid one another, 
strengthen, one another and protect one another - because there is a shared identity. This is an invitation to 
establish and develop families and communities where the ties are not just financial, the ties are real - both familiar 
and spiritual.  



Chapter 23 
The Need For Beneficial Knowledge 

1.) Muhammad, the messenger of God (peace and blessings be upon him) declared that seeking knowledge is an 
obligation upon every believer. The knowledge he spoke of in this regard was not knowledge of the sciences 
learned in academia but rather that knowledge which enables one to know God, establish a relationship with Him 
and fulfill their duties towards Him. This knowledge necessarily begins with an understanding of who we are as 
human beings in general and then specifically as members of our own communities. Only when we begin to 
understand who we are can we begin to understand ourselves in relation to those around is us in our communities 
and then in relation to those around us in the world at large. Without attaining this knowledge we will suffer from 
the short-term memory that America is known for and hence become weak in effectively changing our own 
condition and that of the society around us. Lack of self knowledge, even as simple as knowing where we come 
from, is prevalent amongst us here in America. Only through attaining knowledge of self can we then hope to begin 
to unite as a people and progress once more. Knowing ourselves is from the first steps towards embodying the 
virtue called "knowledge". 

2.) Many of us seek to be known as "educated" in our society, through university degrees, seeking that those 
letters behind the name may join us amongst the elite. Unfortunately, they still remain ignorant. The resources are 
there yet we don't strive to elevate in anything but our worldly status' of wealth, possessions and positions. The 
Truth is easily acquired but so many of my people fail to desire seeking it. Where is our zeal for beneficial 
knowledge? That knowledge which will not abandon us at the grave. 

3.) This is not to negate the necessity to learn academics and to become skilled. This is a necessity of this worldly 
life. But we are should not remain ignorant of ourselves and instead invest our lives in becoming the servants of the 
corporate machine. We need to acquire that knowledge which will allow us to elevate in body, mind and soul and 
not just economically. We need to acquire that knowledge which will free us from serfdom and allows us to become 
mindful of choice. 

4.) The current public education system is broken and is breaking the society. It propagandizes at least as much as 
it educates as it was designed at its inception in Leipzig at the end of the nineteenth century. Our youth should be 
given an education free of indoctrination. Allow the family to guide the beliefs and philosophies of their youth that 
they may know themselves, their role in the family and their interconnectedness with their community. Knowledge 
of all should begin in the home, not fabricated for the youth in the classroom. Then, when they enter institutes of 
higher learning, they have a strong sense of self and will not be pressured into "white shame" or "white guilt". 

5.) To say we need to be studious to rise to a level of education superior to those teaching would be unfair as we are 
all not studious and academia is not a universal role. The white man in America is diverse and this must be 
understood. However, whether that education is academic or is in a skill, we must acquire the means to produce a 
level of  independence for ourselves, our families and then, by extension, our local communities. We need to 
acquire the means by which we no longer are dependent upon the mega-corporations for jobs, services and 
products. Once we establish that level of independence, choices begin to multiply. How many are the foreign 
students and immigrants who go to universities in our country only to return to their own communities 
contributing and enriching them? How many are the immigrants who enter this nation by any means at their 
disposal and then, being industrious, send wealth back to the communities from which they fled? Can we not take 
from their example? Can we not look at our own people with an eye of concern and compassion? Why is scorn 
hurled at us in the form of racist accusations when it is suggested that we do for one another what others do for 



their folk? Instead we refrain from assisting and strengthening our own communities out of fear of abuses directed 
at us. Without a doubt, we have every right to become educated, to become skilled and to assist one another and 
only victims of fear would do otherwise. 

6.) Become productive! But do not allow that quest for productivity to cause you to falter in your acquiring real 
knowledge, knowledge which benefits. Knowledge which lifts us in the temporary life of this world and secures us 
in the everlasting hereafter. 

7.) The education system today is not like it was for our grandfathers and great grandfathers. It seems that even the 
ignorant amongst them had better penmanship, grammar and reasoning skills than most high school graduates of 
this new century. Instead of being truly educated, the schooling system seems to be training our people to be 
consumers. Faulty ones at that. How will our community protect itself from the moral deterioration, preserve its 
identity within the greater society  and advance into the future generations with any form of uprightness if we 
choose to remain ignorant and to allow our people to continue upon this path? 

8.) How do we call ourselves free if we only know to choose between this brand or that? How do we call to 
individualism if we are shepherded to this sub cultural identity or that? We are serfs and only through knowledge 
of ourselves, our families, our communities, our people and the reality of the world around us can we break free to 
live lives of true freedom, to live lives manifesting our own identities and not those propagandizes and then sold to 
us on credit so that we remain as debt slaves until we die. We need a common education in which we learn the truth 
about our people  and our history - the good of it and the wicked - so that we can be united in understanding. This 
then elevates us to true individualism, where we understand we are responsible for our own roles in our families, in 
our communities and in society as a whole but also that we are part of those structural units. Individuals working 
together, sacrificing for the greater good, in order that none goes without food, clothing, shelter, and 
employment. Individuals unified. 

9.) It is a well known proverb that those who remain ignorant of the past are destined to repeat it. A solid 
foundation in Reading, writing and Mathematics is vital however the foundation alone does not suffice. For a more 
solid education grammar, logic, rhetoric should also studied well. But even this is only to prepare one to think for 
themselves and at a deeper level. These are but the tools to gain an understanding of self, of others, of the world 
around us, and reality itself. These are but the keys used to unlock that knowledge which is truly beneficial in order 
that we prepare, as a people, for tomorrow. 

10.) Our children, and hence our people, should be encouraged to not just learn but desire knowledge and 
understanding. They should further be encouraged towards utilizing that knowledge for the good of themselves, 
their families and their communities. Every one will not have this drive, but at least they will come to understand 
the value of such knowledge. In this way, every one of our people, and indeed, every believer regardless of 
background, should be a scholar, a student, one who learns vicariously, or at least a lover and supporter of the 
acquisition of this knowledge.  

11.) Knowledge is one of the blessings from the Almighty. He is the All-Knowing Who knows with a perfect 
knowledge. He knows what was, what is, all the possibilities, as well as what will never come to pass. His 
knowledge is perfect and absolute and was never preceded by ignorance. Mankind however was born with natural 
instincts but general ignorance. Yet, out of His mercy, God granted mankind eyes and ears and hearts by which we 
can come to recognize His signs in creation; that we come to know His signs in the heavens, the earth and within 
ourselves; that we may come to know Him. He gave us the capacity to know empirically, through rational thought,  
and through the transmission of all we attain through our senses and thoughts. He did all of this out of His mercy, 
that we may come to know Him and to be grateful for His abundant blessings upon us. Will we not us the blessings 
of our Lord to acquire the most beneficial of knowledge, knowledge of Him, that we may be guided aright? This is 



that which truly leads to success, materially in this life and spiritually in this life and the life to come. We, the white 
man in America, have tried many pathways, is it not time that we not now seek to grasp the firmest of handholds? 



Chapter 24 
Coming To Know Yourself 

1.) God says in the Qur'an what is translated to mean, "Verily We have created man into toil and struggle. Does he 
think that there is none who has power over him? He boasts, 'I have squandered wealth in abundance.' Does he 
think that none sees him? Have We not made for him a pair of eyes? And a tongue and a set of lips? And shown him 
the two expansive pathways? But he has made no haste on the path that is steep. And what will explain to you the 
steep path? It is freeing the bondman, or giving food in a day of privation , to the orphan with claims of relations, or 
to the indigent in the dust. Then he will be of those who believe, and enjoin patience, and enjoin deeds of kindness 
and compassion. Such are the people of the right hand.." (90:4-18) 

2.) We must recognize who we are as individuals. We must recognize the times which we ourselves live in. We 
must gain some historical context for ourselves and our people. We must come to know our environments, 
immediate and global and those of mankind who share them with us. All of this is in order that we do not continue 
to make mistakes which destroy us and others, in this life and the next. Either we ourselves, our parents or our 
forefathers chose to come to this country, to this land. They did this looking for a better life in this world; an 
increase of wealth more than betterment of character. Is it not our reality that we don't give a second thought to 
this prioritization? 

3.) We do not reflect upon the priorities and where they lead because our own hearts are full of their own long 
hopes. Our eyes are filled with the attractions and glimmers of all that the marketplaces have to offer and so our 
hearts become filled with want for that which is temporary and quickly replaced. Because of this, we continuously 
rehearse the same exact errors again and again, cyclically, in our lives, in our families and in our communities. 
Even with all the material goods we continuously acquire, we still fail to advance ourselves in our humanity.  

4.) God is calling on us to reflect, "On the Earth are signs for those of certainty, and also in your own selves. Will 
you not then see?"(51:21,22). Look at the signs and indications around you. Look at the signs and indications of 
those who have gone before you. How many have lain down upon their death  bed wishing the had put more hours 
in at work? That they had purchased more goods? That they had hoarded more wealth? Our seeing and thinking 
become stunted by the two blinders of heedlessness and long hopes and so we fail to see the bigger picture, we fail 
to see the signs and indications and so we fail to reflect. Because we do not reflect, we just continue blindly and 
deadly chasing our desires. Regardless of how detrimental it is for ourselves, our families and our people...not to 
mention the society as a whole. 

5.) God alone created the heavens and the earth, and He alone provides for you sustenance. Our short life span is 
nothing compared to the history of our people in this land, which is nothing compared to the history of mankind as 
a whole, which is itself nothing in comparison to the history of the universe as a whole. We are here for a short time 
only, but each and every one of us has so much to offer. This is your reality regardless of whether you see yourself 
as from the "elite" or from the "less-than". So then what will your legacy be? That you worked to death to earn 
what is already decreed for you of your provisions or that you were a dignified and noble representative of yourself, 
of your family, of your people and of humanity? Do you have the capacity to recognize that though this life is one of 
toil and struggle, the signs and indications all around us point to the reality that there is more than just this and to 
become people of the right hand, we must sacrifice for the betterment of others. And yes, this can and should begin 
with reaching out to our own families, our communities, and our people. Who better to reach out and help us 
other than ourselves? 



6.) How will we reverse the errors of our past and those of our people in the past except by first correcting what is 
within ourselves! How will we stop repeating the same mistakes if we simply continue to go down the same path? 
We can not. We must take another way. The further divorced we become from who we are and our history the 
deeper the roots of exploitation and so the more sapped we become of our very humanity. Acceptance of who you 
are is dependent upon knowing who you are and where you come from. Understand that the socio-economic roots 
are as diverse as the blood lines, but they are part of what makes us who we are. For the white man in America, this 
will differ considerably across our diverse communities and that is alright. It is through that knowledge that we can 
come to understand the deeper needs of our communities and assist them in succeeding as they proceed forward. 
It is through that knowledge that we can raise one another up so that we do not see our brother-man begging in the 
streets. It is through this knowledge we can elevate the hearts and minds of one our own people with the truth of 
guidance.  

7.) We must stop chasing after ownership of all that is temporary and begin to take ownership of ourselves, our 
characters, and the choices we make. If we do this as individuals, know and understand others will follow. This will 
certainly have its effect and it will spread. But our people are fearful and are continuously called to fear this 
message - so they need the courageous from amongst us to take the step and act as examples for them, as for 
runners. Let the white man in America see others from amongst their ranks accepting the truth and living 
accordingly. Let them see us sacrificing for others. Let them see us helping one another up. Let them see us wake 
up and begin accepting one another again, but this time, on the basis of Truth.  



Chapter 25 
Civilized Or Humane? 

1.) When a people view their own society or that of others as having a high level of culture, science, industry and 
government, they are seen as "advanced" and called "civilized." Those who are not judged to be advanced are 
looked at as "backwards" and have historically been called "savages."  Those who have been considered civilized 
have also been seen as having a superiority of rights over those deemed savages. In this way, we see that the savages 
were to be beaten back, fought against, and/or protected against. They have been driven from their lands as their 
resources are usurped for the use of the civilized. This is no less true in our own times than it has been historically. 

2.) True advancement is advancement of the soul. To cultivate one's character, removing vices and establishing 
virtues. This is the heart of real civility. God sent messengers to every people from amongst themselves as He says, 
"We sent not a messenger except in the language of his people, in order to make [the message] clear to them." (14:4)  
The prophets and messengers (peace be upon them all) were sent in order to raise their people up from lowliness 
to uprightness and from darkness to light. When the message they were sent with was rejected and ignored, then 
history shows even those deemed most "civilized" becoming savage towards those who believed and accepted.  

3.) The prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings be upon him) is reported to have taught, "there is a morsel of 
flesh in the body, if it is sound, the body will be sound; if it is corrupt, then the body also will be corrupted." This is 
without a doubt speaking on the metaphysical level so abstractions can be taken for other than the individual 
human being. High levels of culture, science, industry and government are only truly civilized when the heart of 
that society is faithful and pure. If the heart itself is corrupt, then, regardless of how advanced the society seems, it 
becomes corrupted throughout. The heart and soul of the society is what makes it beautiful, not these materialistic 
advancements alone. 

4.) Stating that, it then becomes clear that there are healthy and sound societies and societies that are diseased. 
Though either may be called civilized or uncivilized by others, the reality is displayed in their courteousness, 
kindness, mercy and good manners. That is, it is found in their virtuousness. Regardless of whether a people have 
been historically called part of civilization or from amongst the savages, the state of their heart, their soul as it 
were, is what really matters. It may be the case that your people were descended  from a tribe considered savages, 
or it may be that you stem from the historic seeds of civilization. There can be no doubt that the heart and soul of 
the American society in our day is diseased and corrupted and so despite the advancements made, the human being 
himself is in a state of  decline but now the question is, what is the state of your heart The heart of your family? Of 
your community? 

5.) So many of our fellow Americans recognize the decaying of the society as a whole, the family and the individuals 
themselves. So many are seeking guidance. Sadly, many seek it in patriotism, hedonism, or worse, because they 
don't know where to look.  It is a duty of the believers to act as beacons of hope, of guidance, for the seekers. 
Regardless whether one is viewed as civilized or uncivilized by society's standards, it is from our humanity that we 
seek to elevate others. The prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings be upon him) taught that none truly believes, 
none has completeness of faith until they love for their brothers that which they love for themselves. Not one 
person who claims to be civilized, humane, or certain in the faith is true to their claim unless they work towards the 
guidance and elevation of their brothers.  



6.) After years in the failed education system, being indoctrinated with corporate expectations while being robbed 
of historical identity, how many have advanced in their humanity? Many advance in their careers and in the societal 
strata, but how many have advanced in their very being; their own and that of their people? So what kind of 
civilization are we continuing to strengthen if the heart remains diseased?  

7.) It is worth mentioning again and again, until we come to know ourselves as individuals and as a people, we 
continue to remake the mistakes in our own lives and our society again and again. If we do not seek to acquire 
knowledge of self, we will remain as serfs working for the benefit of a diseased civilization. In this state we will not 
understand the reality of our society's slogan of freedom, nor will we ever attain the reality of civility. Yet some are 
proud of their achievements, boasting of their corporate ties, their positions and their wealth. This is like a 
prisoner boasting of which prison he was in or a slave boasting about which wealthy plantation owner he worked 
for.  

8.) The White man in America must recognize his humanity, accept his responsibility and work to elevate their 
hearts and minds in order that they may be in a position to aid and support one another in this endeavor. The 
people of the world used to look up to whiteness, and many still do. Many would look down on a people as their 
skin shades got darker. In this period, the white man had an opportunity to uplift mankind but instead failed and 
laid waste to many. Because of that past, whiteness itself is criticized and those who speak of it are scrutinized. 
Still, because there are so many remnants remaining in place from this dark past, the opportunity still exists for the 
White man in America to advance themselves and thus place themselves in a position to assist others in advancing 
themselves as well. Fear and ignorance must be removed, hover, in order for this to come to fruition. 

9.) We are like a lethargic giant, more lazy and complacent than asleep. We need, as a people, to become educated 
and to cure our hearts in order to cure the heart of our very civilization in order that we can truly be from those who 
do righteous good deeds. We must stop fearing over shelter, clothing, food and all the basic essentials and 
understand that, first and foremost, God alone is the Provider, and then after Him, we, working as communities 
can, with God's permission and aid, elevate one another so as to ensure that any fears are allayed.  When we 
remain fearful of the very basic essentials of life and spend every effort acquiring them, we are prevented from 
advancing within ourselves. Instead, these concerns lead to further indebtedness and so a shorter chain, further 
limiting the choices perceived by the serf.  

10.) Whenever this message is presented, those who benefit from the diseased state of society argue and even fight 
against it. They are opposed to spiritual advancement because it naturally means a loss of profiteering on the 
materialistic desires of man. Because of this, many literally oppose the growth and development of others in their 
humanity. Anyone who believes this message will be targeted for labels and insults which are meant to cast doubts 
into the minds in order to retain the status quo. Know that despite the high development of science, industry and 
government in our society, the civilization itself is diseased and corrupted. Understand that this is not a message 
calling out against the advances made, instead it is a message seeking to purify and heal them. Raising its level of 
superiority by raining the cool fresh drops of faith and uprightness upon a civilization suffering from drought. Add 
to that a purification of our culture that we may once again become a cultured people as we once were. While being 
ridiculed for this message, we must keep in mind that we are simply trying to elevate ourself and others, to civilize 
the hearts, to be humane. 



11.) The only solution for our people, for our society, and indeed for America herself is that we come to know 
ourselves, reflect and advance in our humanity. Is it not disgraceful to be serfs, living and dying in debt in order to 
attain some trinkets here and there? Should we not, as a people, want more for ourselves? Want better? Want true 
success? It takes a sense of brotherhood to sacrifice and strive for the greater good of one's people. How much 
more so for all of mankind? But this is the type of sacrifice that was made by the final messenger sent by God for the 
guidance of mankind, this was the efforts of Muhammad (peace and blessings be upon him) in order that we receive 
the message here, in America today, that we too may be guided aright; that we too may achieve success in this life 
as well as the hereafter. The question is, will we accept the message and submit ourselves to the One True God 
alone, adhering to the guidance from Him? 

12.) God says clearly in the Qur'an what means, "God does not change the condition of a people until they change 
that which is in their hearts." (13:11) if we wish to truly advance as a people, we must repent and return to our Lord, 
accepting His guidance, standing up for truth, standing out for justice and being ourselves upright.civilizations 
may be wicked or righteous, but this depends on the heart of that society. The heart itself, though corrupted can be 
purified, and this is done by the striving of individuals, families and communities. To be civilized is not enough, we 
must be humane. We must be must be amongst the people as just and upright believers that we may restore our 
people, our country and humanity as a whole. Still, clarity must be had. This is a choice and it will be met with 
opposition and divisiveness. It is for this reason that we need to accept one another, for who we are and seek to aid 
in one another's elevation. So we ask ourselves, are we simply waiting for death to take us while we toil for the 
temporary or do we want to die working for a legacy of faith and uprightness, a legacy of healing, a legacy of 
humanity? 


